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Name Clue Definition Annotation Clue type
Clue type ( if 
you chose 

Bhalchandra Pasupathy Gets to maintain direction with answer seen here Whole clue BRINGS(gets) outside E+A &lit

LV Barges in, bad behaviour (8) Behaviour
Barges in - anagram fodder,bad- anagram 
indicator Anagram

Faten Engineer barges in to give directions Directions (Barges in)* Anagram
SSv Avtaar Doctor barges in for directions (8) Directions (as in compass) BARGESIN* Anagram
Sowmya Ramkumar Doctor earns big position Position Earnsbig* Anagram
Aakash Bottomless bar singer's naughty postures (8) postures ba(-r) singer* Anagram
Amrita Majumdar Way to earn big is not one mystery (8) Way - Def EARN BIG IS -I * , mystery - anagrind Anagram
Viveca Bhatkal One is at a loss to find them ? CD cd CD

Mona Sogal Atiitudes of boys on vacation going around tipsy, in rage (8) Attitudes

Boys on vacation is BS
Around container indicator 
Tipsy anagrind Chanagram

santha ramachandran Conducts for boy, a singer on the make conducts b+ a singer* Chanagram

santharamachandran Carries boxes with rum,gin for relations relations
carries=bear(gin*)s..boxes for container 
and rum as anagrind Chanagram

Nemo Omen Situation relatively better at the borders, easing after agitation (8) Situation, relatively (B(-etter)R + EASING)* Chanagram
ashit hegde The position of Ursa - a bad sign The position of BEAR (Ursa) INGS (SIGN*) Chanagram
Ashley Smith Transfers took real guts from where I'm standing (8) (From) where I'm standing Insert [R]EA[L] into "BRINGS" Charade
Supriya Mithal North Indian River has round course(8) Course BEA(RING)S Charade

Ashit hegde What happens at Chippendales without an Eastern location Location
BARINGS (What happens at Chippendales 
) << E (Eastern) Charade

Sowmya Ramkumar Transports around each location Location B(ea)rings Charade
Amrita Majumdar Live around southern neighbourhood (8) Neighbourhood - Def Live - be, a, round-ring, southern - S , Charade
Mona Sogal Husband misses inquests for mainly bizarre orientations Orientations Hearings-h+b Charade
SSv Avtaar Animals having skinless hard, steely balls (8) STEELY BALLS as in ball bearings Animals = BEINGS. BE(-hAR-d)INGS Charade

LV Call base, perhaps without attitude (8) Attitude

Call-RING, Perhaps- anagrind,BASE- 
anagram fodder ,without - c/c indicator- 
BEA RING S Container

Ganesh Nayak Coordinates movement of barges carrying essential things (8) Coordinates BARGES* containing thINgs Container
Ganesh Nayak Sabre-rattling over in the Gulf, primarily ports (8) Ports SABER* containing (over) IN G(ulf) Container
Viresh Ratnakar Position of God rising among creatures (8) Position BE(RA<<)INGS Container

Balwant Singh Directions in heraldry (8)

1. From armorial bearings of the 
nobles in heraldry
2. Directions Double meaning DD

Viresh Ratnakar Sounds of clothes getting taken off, of course! (8) course homophone of "barings" Other Homophone

Aakash British singer extraordinaire entertains 'One Direction' (8) Direction
British: B, one: A, extraordinaire: anagram 
indicator, B e(A)rings* Other

Anag. + 
container

Ashley Smith Spatial awareness starts to become extremely awkward with fences Spatial awareness
B[ecome] E[xtremely] [A]wkward + RINGS 
i.e. 'FENCES' (v.) Other

Acrostic 
Charade

Nemo Omen One following a range is bound to get these? (8) The whole clue
One following a = B, rangeis* (bound = 
leap as anagrind) Other Semi-&lit


